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1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the structure of local space (in the broad sense) of
(semi-)Dirichlet forms and the functional calculus. In the theory of Dirichlet form-
s developed by M. Fukushima and M. Silverstein, the local space of Dirichlet form-
s on a locally compact separable metric space played an important role. In particu-
lar, M. Fukushima translated the chain rule of energy measures of continuous part for
the functions belonging locally in the Dirichlet space into that of corresponding lo-
cal martingale additive functionals. Their definition of locality depends on the local-
ly compactness of the state space. The developments can be seen in the textbook M.
Fukushima,Y. Oshima and M. Takeda [11].
Meanwhile recent developments of the theory of Dirichlet forms treat the cases of
non-locally compact state spaces, for example, topological vector spaces, loop spaces,
the space of probability measures, etc. Such examples can be seen in Z.-M. Ma and
M. Rockner [17], M. Rockner and B. Schmuland [21], in which the non-symmetric
but nearly symmetric Dirichlet forms on a general non-locally compact state space are
formulated and necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the pairs of
Markov processes associated with forms are given. Very recently Z.-M. Ma, L. Over-
beck and M. Rockner [16] reformulated the notion of semi-Dirichlet forms and gave
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Markov processes associat-
ed with forms on a non-locally compact state space, extending the works of P.A. An-
cona [2], S. Carrillo Menendez [4].
The notion of local space in the broad sense employed in §5.5 of [11] is more
intrinsic for this general framework than that in the original sense. This broad sense
notion is firstly appeared in Y. Oshima and T. Yamada [20] in order to represent the
continuous additive functionals locally of zero energy. In this connection, P.J. Fitzsim-
mons [8] utilized such local spaces to investigate the absolute continuity of symmetric
diffusion processes. Our first aim of this paper is to clarify the analytic structure of
the local space in the framework of semi-Dirichlet forms on a (not necessarily locally
compact) separable metric space. The second purpose is to give the chain rule for the
functions in local space which is described in terms of energy measure of continuous
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part in the framework of symmetric quasi-regular Dirichlet forms. We also propose the
stochastic integrals for martingale additive functionals locally of finite energy and the
chain rule of stochastic integrals for these functionals. Our result is motivated by (4.1),
(4.2) in [8].
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present some ba-
sic facts on positivity preserving forms and semi-Dirichlet forms without assuming the
quasi-regularity. In Section 3, we collect the f-quasi-notions on a semi-Dirichlet for-
m and investigate its part space on an 8-quasi-open set in an analytic way. In Section
4, we define the local space of semi-Dirichlet form and show that our local space is
sufficiently large in a sense (Theorem 4.1). We also give an identification of the local
space of a part space on an ί-quasi-open set (Theorem 4.2). In Section 5, we give the
Beurling-Deny and LeJan formulae for symmetric quasi-regular Dirichlet forms. The
uniqueness of our Beurling-Deny decomposition is understood in a strict sense. Under
some conditions on 1-capacity, the uniqueness of decomposition holds in the ordinary
sense as in [1], [23]. The energy measure of continuous part can be extended to the
functions in our local space (Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3). In Section 6, we give the
chain rule of energy measure of continuous part for symmetric quasi-regular Dirichlet
forms (Theorem 6.1). In Section 7, we give the chain rule of stochastic integrals of lo-
cal square integrable martingales in the framework of symmetric processes. In the last
section, we give some examples.
2. Positivity preserving forms and semi-Dirichlet forms
Let X be a separable metric space and ra a σ-finite Borel measure on X. For
functions u, v on X, we write u V v = max{w,ι;}, u Λ v — mm{u,v}9 u+ = u V 0,
u~ — (—u) V 0. Let £ be a bilinear form with domain T on the real Hubert space
L2(X\πί) with inner product ( , )m We set E
a
(u,v) = S(u,v) + α(ΐ/,t>)
m
, OL > 0,
έ(u,v] = ε(v,u), £(u,v) = \/2{ε(u,v] + έ(u,υ)} and ξ(u,v) = l/2{S(u,v) -
£(u,v}} for u, v E T. We call £, £ the symmetric, anti-symmetric part of £, respec-
tively. (£, J7) with T dense in L2(X',m) is called a coercive closed form if
(i) (έif) is non-negative definite and closed on L2(X;m)
(ii) (Weak sector condition). There exists a constant K > 0 such that
|£ι(u,v)| < Kε
λ
(u,u)l/'2εl(v,v)l/'2 for any u,v € T.
We sometimes assume
(ii)' (Strong sector condition). There exists a constant K > 0 such that
\8(u,v)\ < Kε(u,u)l/2ε(v,v)l/2 for any u,υ € T.
Proposition 2.1. Lei (f,^7) be a coercive closed form on L2(X',m). Suppose
that {un} is an E-Cauchy sequence in T and there exists a subsequence {n>k} of {n}
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and u £ T such that the Cesάro mean Vk = (1/fc) Σi=ι um °f u^k converges to u as
k -> oo in if1/2. Then
lim £(ΐ/
n
 - u,u
n
 - u) = 0.
Proof. We may assume w = 0. It suffices to show lim έ(u
nk,unk) = 0. Wefc-»oo
get easily
1
Since {w
nfc } is £-Cauchy, the first term of the right hand side converges to 0 as k — ϊ
oo. D
A coercive closed form (£, T} is called a positivity preserving form on
if in addition
(iii) (Positivity preserving property). For every u £ T, u+ £ f and £(u, iί+) > 0.
For any positivity preserving form (f,^7) on L2(X;ra), (£,T} and (ί,^7) are
positivity preserving forms (see Remark 1.4(i) in [18]). In particular, for any positivity
preserving form (£, J7) on L2(JΓ;ra), T is a vector lattice, namely
(1) u, v G T =ϊ u /\υ e f and £(M Λ v, w Λ υ) < έ(u, u) 4- £(v, v).
Indeed, since (ί,^*) is a positivity preserving form on L2(JΓ;ra), we have |u| E *^
and f (|u|, \u\) < έ(u,u) for any u E *^ (see Proposition 1.3(ii) in [18]). Hence
^7 v z(u + v — \u — v\ u + v — \u — v\\
ε(u Λ v, u Λ i>) = 8 I —! L, —! 1
< -{f (u 4 f , w 4- v) -f 8(\u — v\, \u — v\)}
< ~{ε(u 4 v, u 4- v) 4- <?(u — υ,u — υ)}
A coercive closed form (<?, J") is called a semi-Dirichlet form on L2(X;m) if it
satisfies
(iv) (Semi-Dirichlet property). For every u E T, u+ Λ 1 E T and
£(w + u+ Λ 1, u - u+ Λ 1) > 0,
equivalently f(ί/+ Λ l , t ί - ϊ / + Λ l ) > 0 .
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A coercive closed form (f,^7) is called a Dirichlet form on L2(X;ra) if both
(£ , J-) and (£, J-) are semi-Dirichlet forms.
For any semi-Dirichlet form (£, J") on L2(X;m), (f,^7), (f,.?7) and (£,:F) are
positivity preserving forms (see Remark 1.4 (iii) in [18]). So T is a vector lattice.
Next proposition and lemma are not described in [16] explicitely. We show the
proofs for readers convenience.
Proposition 2.2. Let (ί,^7) be a coercive closed form on
(i) Let u G J- and assume that
(SD) for every ε > 0 there exists φ
ε
 : R -» [— ε, 1 + ε] swc/z that φ
ε
(i) = t
for all t G [0, 1], 0 < φ
ε
(t) - φ
ε
(s) < t - s if s < t, φ
ε
(u) G .T7, and
\iminf
 ε
-+0ε(φε(u),u - φε(u)) > 0.
Then u+ Λ 1 G T and 8(u+ Λ 1, u - u+ Λ 1) > 0.
(ii) (S , .T7) w α semi-Dirichlet form if and only if (SD) holds for all u in a dense
subset of T.
Proof, (i) Since φ
ε
(u) ->• u+ Λ 1 in L2(X;m) as ε ->• 0, we see
liminf Ei((pE(u),u — φε(u)) = liminf ε(φε(u),u — φε(u)) + (u+ Λ l,u — u+ Λ l)m
ε— ^ 0 e-) 0
> 0.
Hence we get by the weak sector condition
liminf ει(φ
e
(υ),φ
e
(υ)) < K^E^u.u).
By taking a sequence {ε
n
} with liminf
ε
_>o^ι(^ε(^)^ε(^)) =
\im
n
^
oo
ει(φ£n(u),φεn(u)), we have \imn^ooει(φεn(u),φεn(u)) < #2£ι(u,u), so
sup
neNει(φεn(u),φεn(u)) < oo. In view of Chapter I Lemma 2.12 in [17], we have
φ
εn
(u) -» w+ Λ 1 G J7 as ε
n
 ± 0 weakly in (fi,^7) and f(u+ Λ l,ι/+ Λ 1) <
\im'mf
n
-+
oo
ε(φ
εn
(u),φ
εn
(u)). Hence we get lim
n
_^oo^ι(Ve
n
(w),v) = £ι(^+ Λ l » v )
for any v G .T7 and by (SD)
£ (w+ Λ l,u — w+ Λ 1) > lim f (</?£n (w),w) — liminf 5 (</?5n (u),(/?εn(u))
n—ϊoo n—+oo
> lim sup f (φ£n(u),u — φ£n(u))
n-^oo
> limmfε(φ
εn
(u),u-φ
εn
(u)) > 0.
n — > oo
(ii) Suppose that (SD) holds for all u in a dense subset Ί) of T. We want to
show that it holds for all u G T. By (i) we have ιt+Λl G .T7 and ^(ίz+Λl,ι/-u+Λl) >
0 for all u G Ί). Assume u G T and let {u
n
} C V be the <?ι -approximating sequence
for u. Since 0 < 8 (u+ Λ 1, u
n
 — u+ Λ 1), we have
£(u+ Λ l,u+ Λ 1) < £(u+ Λ 1,O < iff1(u+ Λ l,tι+ Λ
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Hence we obtain
sup E(u+ Λ l,u+ Λ 1) < K2 sup S (u
n
,u
n
) < oo.
n£N n€ΛΓ
Since u+ Λ 1 — » u+ Λ 1 in L2(X; m) as n -» oo, u+ Λ 1 -> u+ Λ 1 as n -» oo weakly
in (Eι,F) and £ (u+ Λ l,u+ Λ 1) < liminf
n
_+00£(M+ Λ l,w+ Λ 1) (Chapter I Lemma
2.12 in [17]). The rest of the proof is similar to (i). D
Lemma 2.1. Let (S,F) be a semi-Dirichlet form on L2(X\rn) and u £ T.
Then
(i) lim ε\ (u — (-n) V u Λ n, u - (-n) V u Λ n) = 0.
n— »oo
(ii) l i m £ ι ( ( - ε ) V M Λ ε , ( - ε ) V u Λ ε ) =0.
Proof. Since (— α) V w Λ a = u+ Λ α - u~ Λ α for α > 0, we may assume
u > 0 m-a.e. Note that E(u Λ α,t/ Λ a) < E(u Λ α, u) for any u £ F, α > 0 (see
Remark 2.2 in [16]). By using the weak sector condition, we have
S i (u Λ α, u Λ α)1/2 < K£l (u, u)1/2.
"~1 /9 ~Hence we have {u Λ α} is £/ -bounded and u Λ α converges £ι -weakly to some el-
ement of T. Noting u Λ a is L2(X',nί) -convergent, we get for any υ G T, Sι(υ,u Λ
oί) ->• fι(ϊ;,t/) as α — > oo and fι(ι/ Λ α, u) -> 0 as a -> 0. In particular,
f i (w — it Λ α, it — w Λ α) < έ i^ (u, u — u Λ α) — ϊ 0 as α -> oo and 8 \ (u Λ α, i/ Λ α) <
£ι(uΛα,M) -)• 0 as α -> 0. D
Corollary 2.1. Tb = T Π L°°(X; m) w -dense in T.
For a closed subset F of X, we set J7^ = {u G J7 : w = 0 m-a.e. on X \ F}.
An increasing sequence {F
n
}
n
^N of closed subset of X is said to be an ί-nest or
generalized nest if U^Li ^F
n
 is B\' 2-dense in T. A subset TV of X is said to be £-
polar or 8 -exceptional if there exists an f-nest {F
n
}
nGj/v such that N C Π^Lι(^ \
F
n
). A statement P = F(x) depending x G X is said to be "P f-q.e." if there exists
an £-polar set TV such that P(x) holds for x G X \ TV. A function u is said to be
ε -quasi-continuous if there exists an £-nest {F
n
}
n
^^ such that u\p
n
 is continuous on
F
n
 for each n G N. A subset .E of X is said to be ^-quasi-open if there exists an
f-nest {F
n
}n£]v such that E Π F
n
 is open with respect to the relative topology on
F
n
 for each n G N. f-quasi-closedness can be defined as the dual notion. For two
subsets A, B of X, we write A C B £-q.e. if /^ < IB £-q.e. If a function u has an
f-quasi-continuous m-version, we denote it by u. We introduce three conditions called
the conditions of quasi-regularity of (8 , J7) as follows:
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(QR1) There exists an £-nest of compact sets.
1 /2(QR2) There exists an £/ -dense subset of F whose elements have 8 -quasi m-
continuous-versions.
(QR3) There exist an £ -polar set P C X and u
n
 £ T, n £ N having £ -quasi m-
continuous-versions ύ
n
, n £ N such that {ύ
n
}n£N separates the points of X\
P.
Assume that (£,F) is a quasi-regular semi-Dirichlet form, namely (QR1), (QR2),
(QR3) hold. Then there exists an m-equivalence class of special standard process-
es M/ ~ properly associated with (£,.F). We consider a special standard process
M = (Ω,Xt,C, PX) properly associated with (E,J-). Here properly association mean-
s that x H-> J
Ω
 f(Xt(ω))P
x
(dω) is an 8 -quasi-continuous m-version of Ttf for / £
B+(X) Π L2(JΓ;ra). If further (£,.?") is a quasi-regular Dirichlet forms, there exists
another Dirichlet space (£,.?") on L2(X;m) with a locally compact separable metric
space X and a positive Radon measure ra with full support on X, which is CO -regular
and £-quasi-homeomorphic to (£,.F) (cf. [5]). Precisely to say, there exists an £-nest
{K
n
} of compact sets, and a locally compact separable metric space X, and a map
i : Y — U^Li Kn -> X such that i\χ
n
 is a homeomoφhism and the image (E ,.F)
of (f,.?7) for ra = ra o i"1 is a Co-regular Dirichlet form on L2(X',m) satisfying
that {i(K
n
}} is an £-nest. The definition of the image (<? , .T7) of (ί,^7) is as follows:
Define an isometry z* : L2(X;ra) ->> L2(X;m) by setting ^(u^) to be the m-class
represented by ύoi for any /?(X) -measurable m-version u of it** £ L2(X;ra). (ί,^)
is defined by JΓ = {u« £ L2(X;m)|t*(u«) £ 7*} and f (u*,^) = f(Γ(^),Γ(ί;«)) for
w^v^ £ f (cf. Chapter VI Theorem 1.2 in [17]). For a function w on X, we set u*
by 1 (^2;) — u(x) if y = i(x) and otherwise u^(y) = 0. Then representations u,v of ?n-
classes in T satisfy u^v$ £ T, i*(u$) = u, i*(v$) = v and £(u,v) = £(u^v$). Hence
we can transfer the results of [11] to quasi-regular Dirichlet forms. Such procedure is
called the "transfer method".
3. £-quasi notions and the part space
Let X, ra be as in Section 2. We fix a semi-Dirichlet form (ί,^7) on L2(JΓ;ra).
Let {Ti}
ί>0, {Gfα}α>o be the semi-groups, resolvents on L2(X;m) associated with
(ί,JΓ). Semi-Dirichlet property implies the sub-Markov property of Ti, αG
α
, namely
0 < / < 1 ra-a.e.=> 0 < Γ£/, aGaf < 1 ra-a.e. for any £, a > 0. Let p > 0.
u £ L2(X;ra) is called p-excessive if w > 0 ra-a.e. and e~ptTtu < u ra-a.e. for any
£ > 0, or equivalently, aG
a
+pu < u ra-a.e. for any α > 0. For any u £ T and p > 0,
u is p-excessive if and only if εp(u,v) > 0 for any v £ J7, v > 0 ra-a.e. (Theorem
2.4 in [16]).
Let ft be a function on X. For an open set G, we let
= {u £ J7 : u > h ra-a.e. on G}.
Suppose that CHG Φ 0- Then there exists unique ho £ £/ιG such that for any w £
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£hG, £I(^G,W) > £I(/IG,ΛG) ho satisfies £i(ho,w) > 0 for any w G T with w >
0 m-a.e. on G. In particular, HQ is 1-excessive and £I(/IG,W) = 0 for any w G TGC>
We consider the class of functions
AC = G Ll(X;rn)nL°°(X',m) : 0 < # < 1 m-a.e. and / gam < 1 i .
Jx )
For a # G /C, we let h — G\g. Then h G J7 is a 1-excessive function: 0 < Λ,
e-*Γt/ι < /ι m-a.e. for any t > 0. Since h e F, £hG ^ Q for all open sets G. We
consider the /i-weighted capacity denoted by Cap^ defined as follows: for an open set
G,
and for any subset B of X,
Caph(B) = inf{CapΛ(G) : B C G,G is an open subset of X}.
Then Caph is a Choquet capacity (see Corollary 2.22 in [16]).
It is showed in [16] that {F
n
} is an £-nest if and only if
lim
n
_^ooCap^(X \ F
n
) = 0 (Theorem 2.14 in [16]). In particular the quasi notion de-
fined by Caph is independent of the choice of such g G /C. By this property, we get
h > 0 £-q.e. if h has an £ -quasi-continuous m-version h (Proposition 2.18(ii) in [16]).
In particular, we can consider the notion of £-quasi-closure Aε and £-quasi-interior
Aε~mt of a subset A of X. Also for any measure μ which charges no £ -polar set, we
can consider the notion of £-quasi-support denoted by £-supp[μ] (see [10]). In what
follows, we fix h — Gig, g G /C. The condition (QR2) implies that every u G T has
an 8 -quasi-continuous m-version u (Proposition 2.18(i) in [16]). Under (QR2), we can
consider ChA = {'u>£J:':u>h £-q.e. on ^4} for a subset A of X.
Lemma 3.1. (i) Let u be an 8 -quasi-continuous function on X and E be an
8-quasi-open subset of X. If u > 0 m-a.e. on E, then u > 0 8-q.e. on E.
(ii) Suppose that (QR2) holds. Any m-negligible E-quasi-open set is 8-polar.
Proof, (i) The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.18(iii), (iv) in [16].
(ii) Suppose that E is an m-negligible ί-quasi-open set. (i) implies CH E — {u G
T : u > h m-a.e. on E} = T . So the assertion holds by Theorem 2.10 in [16]. D
Lemma 3.2. Let {{Fn}neN}keN be a countable family of E -nests. Then there
exists a subsequence {n(/,fc)}/>ι of {n} depending on k G N with n(/,fc) > / such
that FI — Πfc^=ι FU(I k] ma^es an £-nest. In particular, for given 8 -quasi-continuous
functions {fj} (resp. 8 -quasi-closed sets {Aj}\ we can take common E-nest {F
n
}
n
£N
such that f j \ p
n
 is continuous on F
n
 (resp. AjΓ\F
n
 is closed) for all j, n G N. Hence
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a countable intersection (resp. union) of £ -quasi-closed (resp. -open) sets is always £-
quasi-closed (resp. -open).
Proof. It suffices to take {n(/, *)}*>! with n(/, fc) >/ such that Caph(X\F*(/ fc))
'
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that (QR2) holds. If {F
n
} is an 8 -nest, then X —
U^Lι^n~int ε-q.e. if {F
n
} is an £-nest. Further assume (QR1). Then the converse
assertion holds.
Proof. Since A C B f-q.e. implies Aε C Bε £-q.e., we see CHB = £>h&ε
for any subset B of X. Here £^β = { i ί G J " : ί f c > / ι £-q.e. on B}. From Theo-
rem 2.10 in [16], we get Caph(B) = Caph(Bε) for any subset B of X. So the first
assertion holds. Suppose that (£,.F) satisfies (QR1). Then any 8 -quasi-closed set F
is E -quasi-compact, namely there exists an increasing sequence of compact sets {K
n
}
with K
n
 C F such that lirrin-^oo Caph(F \ Kn) — 0. In particular Caph is continuous
for decreasing sequence of E -quasi-closed sets (Theorem 2.10 in [10]). Hence the con-
verse assertion holds. Π
Consider a g G /C and set T9 = F Γ\ L2(X',gm)(= J7) and E9(u,v) = 8(u,v) +
(u,v)gm for u,v G J7. Here (u,v)grn = fχuvgdm. Then (E9,F9) is a semi-Dirichlet
form on L2(X;m). Let ^  be the ^  ^ 2 -completion of J7. Then ^  is continuously
embedded in L2(X',gm).
Let T
e
 be the family of m-measurable functions u on X such that \u\ < oo m-
a.e. and there exists an ί-Cauchy sequence {ιt
n
} of T such that lim
n
^oo u
n
 = u m-
a.e. We call {u
n
} as above an approximating sequence for u G T
e
. The space Tl
can be similarly defined by replacing (£,T} with (E9,F9). We see easily that J^ is
a linear space containing T and ^  C J"f C T
e
 Π L?(X \grri).
Proposition 3.1. (i) For αnj u £ F
e
 and its approximating sequence {u
n
}, the
limit ε(u,u) = limn-^co ^(u
n
^u
n
) exists and does not depend on the choice of the
approximating sequences for u. £1/2 on T^ is a semi-norm. If further (f,^7) satisfies
the strong sector condition, then the limit 8(u,v) = lim
n
-^00£(un^vn) exists and does
not depend on the choice of the approximating sequences {w
n
}5{^n} for V">v G J-e,
respectively.
(ii) u E J-
e
 if and only if there exists an ί1/2 -bounded sequence {u
n
} of T such
that u
n
 -> u, n — > oo m-a.e.
(iii) (£,.Fe) is a vector lattice, namely
(1) u, v G Fe => u f\v G Fe and έ(u /\v,u Λ υ) < έ(u,u) 4- £(v,v).
If further (£ , J7) satisfies the strong sector condition, then
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u G T
e
 => u+ Λ 1 G Fc and £(u+ Λ 1, u - u+ Λ 1) > 0.
(iv) JΓ = JF
e
nL2(*;m).
Proof, (i) It suffices to show that for any £-Cauchy sequence {u
n
} with u
n
 ->
0, n .-> oo ra-a.e,, limn-^ £ (u
n
,u
n
) = 0. This is a corollary of the results on Fatou
property of positivity preserving forms due to B. Schmuland [22]. We will give an-
other proof based on the regular representation. Since (£>,?} is a symmetric positivity
preserving form, we may assume the symmetricity of (f,^7). The assertion is well-
known when (£,J-) is a CΌ-regular symmetric Dirichlet form. We can get rid of the
CO -regularity of (£,J-) under its symmetricity in view of the regular representation of
symmetric Dirichlet forms. Indeed, let (Φ.X'.m'^ε1,^1) be the regular representation
of (X, m,^,^7) with respect to some closed subalgebra L of L°°(X;m) which sat-
isfies the condition (L) appeared in pp 341 of [11]. Consider a 1 -resolvent G\Φ~lg
for g G L2(X'',m') with 0 < g < 1 ra'-a.e. Then we see that Φ(GιΦ~lg) is the
1-resolvent of g with respect to (E1 ,F'} and Φ(GιΦ~lg) > 0 ra'-a.e. Since
ί {Φ(|u
n
|) Λ Φ(Gιφ-lg)}Φ(Glφ-lg)dml - ί (\un\ Λ Gιφ-lg)GlΦ'lgdm -> 0
JX' JX
as n — »• oo,
we can take a subsequence {rik} such that |Φ(w
n f c)| = Φ(|unJ) — > 0, k — ϊ oo ra'-a.e.
Hence S(u
nk,unk) = £'(Φ(^nfc),Φ(unfc)) — >• 0 as fc -> oo. The proof is complete if
(8, F) is a symmetric Dirichlet form. We should get rid of the semi-Dirichlet proper-
ty of the dual form. Suppose that (8 , f) is a symmetric positivity preserving form on
L2(JΓ;ra). Take g G /C and consider (£9,f9). Then (S9,?9) is a symmetric positivi-
ty preserving form on L2(X;m). Let {T/}t>o be the L2(X;m) -semigroup associated
with (89,F9). We set Λp = G9g = /0°° Γ/^ctt. Then we see that
/ (G9g)2gdm < I gdm < oo and hg > G\g > 0 ra-a.e.Jx Jx
by use of a similar proof of Lemma 1.6.6 in [11] and Lemma 3.6 in [18]. In particu-
a σ-finite
as follows:
lar, 7ι2m is fi it  Borel measure on X. We consider another coercive closed form
= {u G L2(X; h2gm) : uhg G
vhg), u,v G J7*'.
Then (εh9,Fhg) is a symmetric Dirichlet form on L2 (X h^m) . Indeed the corre-
sponding L2(X;/ι2m)-semigroup {Tt 9}t>o is given by Tt 9u — h~lT^(uhg) h2m-
a.e. for u G L2(X;ft2m), hence it is Markovian. Recall that {u
n
} is an f-Cauchy se-
quence with u
n
 -»• 0, n -4 oo m-a.e. Take an / G L1(X;m) with 0 < / < 1, m-a.e.
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We set g = //(sup
n
>1 it
2
 V 1). Then g G /C. We see that {u
n
} is an 8 ^ -Cauchy se-
quence. Set v
n
 — h~lu
n
. Then {υ
n
} is an έ^-Cauchy sequence in Thg with v
n
 -> 0,
n — > oo ra-a.e. Owing to the first argument we see £9(u
n
,u
n
) = Shg(v
n
,v
n
) — >• 0 as
n — > oo. Hence 8(u
n
,u
n
) — > 0 as n — >• oo. The proof of the first assertion of (i) is
complete. The latter assertion of (i) is easy in view of the strong sector condition.
(ii) The "only if "part is clear. Suppose that {u
n
} is an f1/2 -bounded sequence
of F with u
n
 ->• u as n -» oo, m-a.e. Set g = //(sup
n>1 υ?n V u
2
 V 1) for {u
n
}»
i/ as in (i). Then {u
n
} is an £pl/2-bounded sequence oflF9. Then by the Banach-
Saks theorem, there exists a subsequence {nk} of {n} and v G ^  C Te such that
the Cesaro mean of u
nk converges to v as k -> oo in έ
gl/2. On the other hand,
lim
n
_>00(un — u,un — u)grn = 0, which tells us u — v^T^.
(iii) It suffices to show that
(2) u G f
e
 => |w| e "^e and £(|ιz|, |u|) < f (u,u).
Suppose that there exists an f-Cauchy sequence {u
n
} of T such that tt
n
 -> u as n ->•
oo m-a.e. Then {\u
n
\} is an ί1/2 -bounded sequence. Then by the same method as in
(ii), there exists a subsequence {rik} and v G f9 C T
e
 such that the Cesaro mean
vk — (\unι I + ---- h |w n f c | )/fc of {|^nfc|} converges to v as k -> oo in ^1/2-norm. In
particular, \u\ = v G F
e
 and
- lim έ(υk,υk)1'2k-+oo
< lim
< lim
Λ-^CXD K
u+ Λ 1 G F
e
 can be similarly proved. The inequality follows
k 2
£ ( u + Λ l , t ι + Λ l ) < Πiminf^
I fc— >oo fc
v
λ / \
-^^(< Λl,u
n i )J
— liminf - 7 8(u+. Λ I,u
n
.) = 8(u+ Λ l,u).
fc->oo K *-^ z
ι=l
(iv) First we show that
(3) u G .F
e
, v G J7 ==> (-|w|) V v Λ |u| G T.
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Suppose that {u
n
} be an f-Cauchy sequence of T such that u
n
 -> u as n -» oo
m-a.e. Then by (2), {(— \u
n
\) V ι > Λ \u
n
\} is an ί1/2-bounded sequence of T such that
(— |^n | )VvΛ|u
n
| ->• (— |u|)Vί;Λ|u| n -)• oo m-a.e. On the other hand, (— |w
n
|)Vί;Λ|ι/
n
|
is L2(X;m) -bounded. So the Banach-Saks theorem tells us (— |u|) V v Λ \u\ E T. Next
we show the assertion. Suppose that u E T
e
 Π L2(X;m). Then there exists an £-
Cauchy sequence {u
n
} of J7 such that u
n
 -)• w as n -> oo m-a.e. Owing to (4),
we have (-|w|) V w
n
 Λ ' | w | E T and {(-|u|) V u
n
 Λ |u|} is <?1/2 -bounded by (2) and
L2 (X',rri) -bounded. On the other hand, (— | ^ | ) V w
n
Λ | u | -> u as n — ϊ oo m-a.e. Hence
by the Banach-Saks theorem, we have u E T. The converse assertion is trivial. D
By virtue of Proposition 3.1, £ can be well extended to T
e
 as a non-negative def-
inite symmetric bilinear form. If (£,.?*) satisfies the strong sector condition, 8 can be
well extended to T
e
 as a non-symmetric bilinear form satisfying
\S(u,υ)\ < Kέ(u,u)l/2έ(v,v)l/2 for any u,v E T*,
for some K > 0. We call F
e
 the extended Dirichlet space of (£,.F).
Proposition 3.2. Asswme /7zαί (QR2) βnJ the strong sector condition hold. Then
every u G f
e
 has an £ -quasi-continuous m-version ύ which is £-q.e. finite.
Proof. Let (S9,?9) be as in the above. We see easily that {F
n
}
n
^N is an £-
nest if and only if {F
n
} is an £5-nest. An increasing sequence of closed sets {F
n
}
is said to be an finest if \J™
=1F%Fn is f^
1/2-dense in T9. Here Tg
eFn = {u E
T*\ u = 0 m-a.e. on F£} and T9 is "the extended Dirichlet space of (S*,F9). We
see easily that an ί^-nest is an £$-nest by the ίp l/2 -completeness of Fj. Also the
converse holds. Indeed, suppose that {F/}/GΛr is an ί^-nest. Take u E T9 . Then there
exists u
n
 E UίΞi f^ F, suc^ ^at w^ converges to u in ^1/2-norm as n -> oo. Put
ώ
n
 = (-\
u
\) V u
n
 f\ \u\. Then u
n
 E UίΞi -^F, by ^  = ?7 n ^(X'.m). Since
£9(ύ
n
,ύ
n
) < 89(u
n
,Un) +2S9(u,u), {u
n
} is an if ly^2 -bounded sequence. So by the
Banach-Saks theorem, there exists a subsequence {n^} such that the Cesaro mean of
u
nk belongs to USi ^F,
 an(
^ converges to u in <ff X -norm as A: -^  oo. Consequent-
ly the above three quasi notions are equivalent to each other. Suppose that u E F
e
and {u
n
} C T be the approximating sequence of u. Then there exists g E /C with
u
n
ζT9,u£T9 such that lim
n
_>oo f 5(w
n
 — w, ιt
n
 — u) — 0 as in the proof of Propo-
sition 3.1. Owing to the above argument, every ί-nest is an ^Q-nest. So u
n
 has an
£0 -quasi-continuous m-version. Note that the resolvents aG9
a
 associated with (89,F9)
are sub-Markovian. So the proof of Lemma 1.6.6 in [11] holds in our situation. Hence
we have that the 0-order resolvent G9 satisfies h9Q = G
9g < 1 m-a.e. Owing to the
strong sector condition, we can consider the notion of /iQ~weighted capacity. There-
fore u has an £Q -quasi-continuous m-version which is £0-q.e. finite by modifications
of Proposition 2.17 and Proposition 2.18 in [16] for (£9,F9). D
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Let E be an <f-quasi-open set. Assume that any u G J- has an £-quasi-continuous
ra-version u. Then we can set TE — {u G T: u — 0 £-q.e. on X\E} and £E(U,V) —
£(u,v) for u, υ G TE- The set TE is a subspace of L|,(X;m) = {u G L2(X;m) :
u = 0 m-a.e. on X \ E} which can be identified with Z/2(F;ra). (£E,FE) is a semi-
Dirichlet form on L2(F;ra) in the wide sense.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that (£, JΓ) ι$ quasi-regular. Fix an £-quasi-open set E.
(i) TE is dense in L2(E',m). In particular, (£E^E) is a semi-Dirichlet form on
L2(F;ra).
(ii) £-polar subset of E is £E-polar and E-quasi-open subset of E is £E-quasi-
open, and the restrictions on E of E-quasi-continuous functions are £E-quasi-
continuous. In particular, (£E,FE) is quasi-regular.
Proof, (i), (ii): Owing to Lemma 2.1(ii), the method of the proof of Lemma
2.7, Remark 2.8, Lemma 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 in [21] remains valid in the frame-
work of semi-Dirichlet forms. In particular, there exists an ί-nest {K
n
} of compact
sets in X such that for each n G N there exists u G T with u > 0 m-a.e. so that
0 < ύ < I f-q.e. and u — 1 on K
n
. Hence the proof of Lemma 2.12 in [21] remains
valid. In particular, (2.17) in [21] holds. Consequently, we have that for any £ -quasi-
closed sets FI, F2 with FI Π F2 = 0 £-q.e., there exist a common f-nest {Kn} of
compact sets for FI, F2 and fn G T with fn\Kn G C(Kn\ 0 < /n < 1, fn = 1
on FI Π K
n
 and f
n
 — 0 on F2 Π Kn. However Ft is not necessarily an algebra, we
can use the Stone-Weierstrass theorem for lattice version (cf. 4C.Lemma in [15]). The
function w = uv appeared in (2.18) of [21] is replaced by w — u Λ v in our setting.
D
Lemma 3.5. Assume that (E, T} is quasi-regular. Fix an S-quasi-open set E.
(i) Let FI, F2 be 8-quasi-closed sets with FI Π F2 = 0 8-q.e. Then there exists
u
n
 G T with 0 < ύ
n
 < ύ
n
+ι < h such that ύ
n
 = 0 E-q.e. on FI and ύ
n
 ->•
h(n —> oo)S-q.e. on F2.
(ii) For a subset P of E, P is EE-polar if and only if P is £-polar.
(iii) There exists an increasing sequence of £-quasi-open sets {Gk} such that Gεk C
Gfc+i 8-q.e. for each k G N and E = UfcLi Gk £-q.e. Further there exists a
sequence {eok} °f F sucn that 0 < eok < 1 £-q.e. and eok — 1 £-q.e. on Gk>
(iv) For a subset G of E, G is is £E-quasi-open if and only if P is £-quasi-open.
To prove Lemma 3.5, we need the notion "of finite energy integrals"(see Defini-
tion 2 in [6]). Let 5o (resp. So(E)) be the totality of measures of finite energy inte-
grals for (f, T} (resp. (£E^E))- We can consider the α-potential for μ G So denoted
by U
a
μ G T(OL > 0). The form (£, F) in [6] is assumed to satisfy the semi-Dirichlet
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property of the dual form. However the results in [6] remain valid in our setting by
use of Lemma 2.1(ii). Under the quasi-regularity of (£, .F), μ G So charges no £-
polar set. We see So|tf(£) C S0(E), so μ G So charges no £#-polar set. Let Gf be
the 1-resolvent on L2(E;ra) for (EE^E)- We set hE = G?g, g G /C.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. (i) Let {K
n
} be the £-nest and f
n
 G T the function
specified in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Put u
n
 = VΓ=ι(^ ~~ (^/*) v hχ\Ki) Then w
n
satisfies the desired assertion.
(ii) The "if'part is showed in Lemma 3.4(i). We know μ G So charges no £#-
polar set. We may assume that E is a Borel set. So it suffices to show that for each
P G B(X), μ(P) — 0 for any μ G So implies P is £ -polar. To prove this, we should
show the implication (a)=>(b) for ι/ G J7, α > 0 and an <?-quasi-closed set F:
(a) £
α
(t/,v) > 0 for any v G J" with ΐ) > 0 £-q.e. on F.
(b) u — U
a
μ for some μ G So with £-supp[μ] C F £-q.e.
Then we get the £-polarity of P by a similar argument of the proof of Theorem
2.2.3(ii)=Hi) in [11]. Suppose that (a) holds. Owing to Theorem 3 in [6], we get
u — U
a
μ for some μ G SQ. Let F be another £-quasi-closed set with FΠF = 0 £-q.e.
By use of (i), we can take u
n
 G T with 0 < ύ
n
 < ά
n
+ι < h such that u
n
 = 0 ^-q.e.
on F and u
n
 — >• Λ(n — >• oo)£-q.e. on F. Then we have
/ h(x)μ(dx) < liminf / u
n
(x)μ(dx) < liminf E
a
(u,u
n
) — 0.
J p n-^cx) J
 χ
 n^oo
Since h > 0 £-q.e., we get μ(F) = 0. Put A fc = {hF° > l/k}. Then Aεk satisfies the
condition for F. We have μ(A%) — 0, hence μ(Fc) = 0, which implies (a)=Kb). Here
we use that μ charges no £p* -polar and Fc — \J^
=l Ak £*F
c
-q.e.
(iii) It suffices to set Gk = {hE > l/k} by Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and (ii).
The latter is easy.
(iv) The "if'part is showed in Lemma 3.4(ii). Consider {Gk}kεN constructed in
(iii). We may assume E = UίbLi Gk and (5£ C Gk+ι for any k G N. Suppose that
G(C E) is ί^-quasi-open. Since G Π Gk is also EE -quasi-open by Lemma 3.4(ii),
there exists a common £#-nest {F
n
}neΛτ of compact sets such that (GίΊGfc) cΠF
n
 is
closed for each k,n G N by Lemma 3.2. It suffices to show that GΓiGk is £ -quasi-
open for each k G -/V, because a countable union of £-quasi-open sets is 8 -quasi-open.
Let {.FnjneΛΓ be the common f-nest such that Gk Π F
n
 is open in F
n
 for k,n G N
by Lemma 3.2. We set H^ = F
n
\j(GcknFn). Then by the property of ί-quasi-interior,
we have #*^int D F^"int U (((?£ )c Π F^ini) D (£;c U F^int) Π F^int f-q.e. So Lemma
3.3 and (ii) tell us that {H^}
ne
N is an £-nest for each k G N. On the other hand,
ff* Π (G Π G fc)c = {Fn Π (G Π G fc)c} U (Gck Π Fn) is closed for each n e N. Thus
G Π Gk is £ -quasi-open. Π
REMARK 3.1. (i) Let MQ be the totality of measures which charge no 6 -polar
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set. As in [12], we can define the notion of permanent sets of μ G MQ denoted by
P(μ) in our setting. Owing to Lemma 3.5, we can deduce several similar results as
in Section 4 of [12] in the framework of semi-Dirichlet forms. In particular, analo-
gous results of Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.2, Proposition 4.3, Proposition 4.4, Lemma 4.5,
Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 4.7 in [12] hold in the present setting. See also Proposition
2.13 in [21], which discuss the quasi-regularity on P^ of the perturbation (εμ,fμ)
by μ G MQ of (non-symmetric) Dirichlet form (E,F).
(ii) (Errata for [13]). The condition (QR1) is indispensable to show that TE is
dense in L2(E;m). In [13], we missed this condition. All results in [13] should be
read under (QR1) or assumption (A) in [13]. Otherwise, (Γ6) and Proposition 2.5 in
[13] fail. But Corollary 1.3 and 1.3' in [13] remain valid without using Proposition 2.5
in [13]. So (QR1) holds in Example 3.2 in [13]. The statement of Theorem 1.2, The-
orem 1.2', Theorem 4.2 in [13] contain mistypes: /9(Fχ,F2) > 0 should be replaced
by ρ(Fι,F<ϊ) > 1. The metric of Example 3.2 in [13] is precisely \\x - y\\/c. In the
case of strongly local Dirichlet forms, the results of [13] are recovered in [14] under
the quasi-regularity.
4. Local spaces for semi-Dirichlet forms
Let X, m be as in Section 2. Throughout this section, we fix a semi-Dirichlet
form (8,F) on L2(X;ra) and assume that (8,F) satisfies (QR2). Let L°(X;ra) be
the totality of ra-a.e. defined finite functions on X. We denote Λb by AnL°°(X',m)
for Λ(C L°(X;ra)). For Λ(C L°(Jf;ra)) and an £ -quasi-open set E, we define the
local space AEIOC(C L0(£;ra)) of A on E. Let EE be the family of sequences of
8 -quasi-open sets defined by
Ξ# — < {G
n
}nGΛr G
n
 is £-quasi-open for all n,
00 v
G
n
 C G
n+l £-q.e. and E = \J Gn£-q.e. V .
n=l '
Then we let
OC = {u € L°(E',m) : 3{En}n&N G ΞE and 3un G A such that
u = u
n
 ra-a.e. on E
n
} .
When X — E £-q.e., we simply write Ξ — Ξ# and Aι
oc
 — AEIOC
Lemma 4.1. Assume that (£, J7) is quasi- regular. Fix an 8-quasi-open set E.
Then u G J~Eioc has an SE-quasi-continuous m-version u on E, which is EE-q-e- fi-
nite on E.
Proof. Let {E
n
}
n
^N G Ξ# and {u
n
} C J be associated with u G J-Eioc- Since
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are EE -quasi-open by Lemma 3.4(ii), u has an m-version u on E such that
u\E
n
 — ύ
n
\E
n
 ίΈ -q.e. n € N in view of Lemma 3.1(i). We get easily ύ is £#-quasi-
continuous. D
Theorem 4.1. (i) (J~b)ι
oc
 =
 ί~ioc Further assume (£,J~) satisfies the strong
sector condition. Then (Λ)/
oc
 = (feb)ι
oc
 = (fe}ioc = Λoc
(ii) Assume that (f,^7) satisfies (QR1). Let E be an £ -quasi-open set. Then the
local space of Tι
oc
 on E is TE\OC>
(iii) 1 G ϊι
oc
.
Proof, (i) We first prove the latter assertion. Strong sector condition is only
used the existence of £-quasi-continuous m-version of u G J-
e
- It suffices to show
that (Λ)/oς C (Λ)/oc Then (Λ)/oc C (Λ)/pc C (^eft)/oc C (Λ),oc and (ϊe)loc C
(Fb)ι
oc
 C ^/oc C (Fe)ι
oc
- Suppose that w G (^*
e
)ioc. Then u has an £-quasi-continuous
m-version u which is <?-q.e. finite by the same method of the proof of Lemma 5.1
and Proposition 3.2. For v G T
e
, we know by Proposition 3.1 (iii), (iv), v^nh^ —
(—nK)\lvf\nh G T\>, n £ N. Let τ/
n
 G T
e
 and {F
n
}neΛτ G Ξ such that u = u
n
 m-a.e.
on E
n
. Then we have u = u
n
 — Un m-a.e. on E
n
Γ}{\ύ
n
\ < nh} = E
n
n{\ύ\ < nh}.
Since h > 0, ί-q.e. and \ύ\ < oo ί-q.e., u G (Fb)ι
oc
 The first assertion is similar.
(ii) Suppose that u is an element of the local space of JΓZoc on E. Then there ex-
ist {Gn}n€τv € Ξ# and un G ^oc such that u - un m-a.e. on Gn. Since un G j£}oc,
there exist {GfykeN E Ξ and uj; G J* such that u
n
 = u^ m-a.e. on G£. Let
F^ = G^ and {F/}/
e
τv be the common £-nest such that F£ n Fj is closed in /}
for each k, /, n G N by Lemma 3.2. Put Ffc
n
 = F£Γ\Fk. Then {F^}fc(EAr is an f-nest
by Lemma 3.3. Here we use (QR1). By use of Lemma 3.2, there exists a subsequence
{k(l,n)}ι>ι of {k} with fc(/,n) > / such that F/ = Π^Li ^Γ(/,n) makes an f-nest.
Since F£ is the f-quasi-closure of G£, we have u
n
 = u
k
u
 f-q.e. on F£ for each k,
n G N. So we have ϋ
n
 — ϋ
n
 '
n
 <f-q.e. on FI for each /, n G ^V. Hence by setting
F/ = F^"^nt, we have u
n
 — u
n
 m-a.e. on F/ for each /, n G JV. So u = u
n
 —
Un m-a.e. on EI Π G
n
. Thus we have w = u
n
 = Un m-a.e. on E
n
 Π G
n
 Ap-
plying Lemma 3.3 again, we have {E
n
}
nGj/v G Ξ, hence {En ΠGn}n 6Λr G Ξ^, which
implies u G ^  /oc
(iii) Owing to the semi-Dirichlet property, we have n / i Λ l G T. Then 1 = n Λ Λ l
m-a.e. on {/ι > 1/n} implies 1 G Tι
oc
 by /ι > 0 f -q.e. D
Theorem 4.2. Asswwe ί/zαί (£,F) is quasi-regular. Then TEIOC = (^E)IOC- In
particular, T\E C (FE)IOC> Here F\E is the totality of restrictions of elements in T to
E.
Proof. Owing to Lemma 3.5, it is clear that (FE}IOC C TEIOC It suffices to
show that TEΪOC C (TE)IOC Suppose that u G FEIOC Then by Lemma 4.1, there ex-
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ists an ί^-quasi-continuous ra-version u of u on E, and there exist {E
n
}
ne
N G Ξ#
and u
n
 G T such that u = u
n
 ra-a.e. on E
n
. Recall ft^ = Gfg be the 1 -order
L2(£;m)-resolvent associated with (EE,FE) for 9 G £. Then we have t/n =
(-nhE)\Ju
n
/\nhE G J^ by (1) and it = u
n
 = i^ Γ^ m-a.e. on jE?
n
n{|ύ
n
| < nΛ^}
= J£
n
 Π {|w| < nΛ^}. Since \u\ < oo £#-q.e. on E and hE > Q έ^ -q.e. on E, we
have u G (Λ?)/oc Π
5. Formulae of Beurling Deny and Lejan
Let X, ra, (ε,F} be as in Section 2. Throughout this section, we assume that
(£, .F) is a symmetric quasi-regular Dirichlet form. For a given ί-quasi-closed set F,
an ί-quasi-open set E is said to be an 8 -neighbourhood of F if F C £ £-q.e. For a
measure μ charging no £ -polar set, we denote the f-quasi- support of μ by £-supp[μ].
Theorem 5.1. Let ( £ , J - ) be a symmetric Dirichlet form on L2(X',m) which is
quasi- regular. Then there exist unique E^°\ J, k satisfying
(i) (£(C\J-) is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form which is strongly local in
the general sense that
8^c\u,v) = 0 if u,v G T with u = const, m-a.e.
on an £ -neighbourhood of £-supp[\v\m].
(ii) J is a σ -finite symmetric positive measure on B(XxX\d) (where d is diagonal)
such that J does not charge any subset of X x X \ d whose projection on the
factor X is 8- polar.
(iii) k is a σ-finite positive measure on B(X) which charges no E-polar set.
(iv) For any u, v G F, [ύ] G L2(X x X \ d J) and ύ G L2(X; k) and
ε(u, v) = ε(c} (u, v) + ε (j} (u, v) + ε (k] (u, v) .
Here £«>(u,t;) - /XxXW[δ](a:,y)[ί;](x,y)J(cfady), £<*>(u,t;) - fχύ(x)v(x)k(dx)
and [ύ](x,y) = ύ(x) — u(y). Further assume that there exists an increasing sequence
of open sets {Gι} each of whose component has finite \-capacity and X = (JSi @ι
Then ε^ is characterized as the unique bilinear form on T which satisfies the strong
local property in the ordinary sense that
ε(c'(u,v) = 0 if u, v G T with u — const. m-a.e. on a neighbourhood of supp[\v\m\.
Corollary 5.1. Let E be an £-quasi-open set. Let J be the jumping measure ap-
peared in Theorem 5.1. We set JE(A) = J(AxEc) for A G B(E). Then every u£TE
satisfies ύ G L2(E',JE). In particular, in the framework of CQ-regular Dirichlet forms,
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J is a symmetric Radon measure on X x X \ d which satisfies J(K x Gc) < oo for
any compact set K and its open neighbourhood G.
Theorem 5.2. Let (ί,^7) be a symmetric Dirichlet forms on L2(X;ra) which is
quasi-regular. Let (ε^^F) be the bilinear form constructed in the preceding theorem.
Then for each u G J-b> there exists unique finite positive Borel measure μ,°\ on X
which charges no £-polar set such that
/YτΛ// c ^ idr\ — 2/ *(cV?/ f 11} — /*(c)(?/2 f } f ί= Ti.J \^JL J fJi / \ \LlΛ>) — £tLs V •/ ' / V 1 J / ' J ^~ "^  O
Proof of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2.
Existence of £(c\ J, k, μ/^\, u G J~b The existence and construction of E^c\
J, k, μfλ^u ^ ^ b m Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 follow from the transfer method.
We should show the strong local property of 8^ in our sense. First we consider the
regular representation (£,.£") of (£,F) on L2(X;m) discussed in the last part of Sec-
tion 2. Then the Beurling-Deny decomposition holds for (£,F) (Theorem 3.2.1, Lem-
ma 4.5.4 and Theorem 5.3.1 in [11]): there exist £^c\ J, k satisfying
(i) (£(C\F) is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form which is strongly local
in the ordinary sense of
£^(u,v)=Q if u,v G T with u — const, ra-a.e. on a neighbourhood of supp[|u|ra].
(ii) J is a σ-finite symmetric positive measure on B(XxX\d) (where d is diagonal)
such that J does not charge any subset of X x X \ d whose projection on the
factor X is £ -polar.
(iii) k is a σ-finite positive measure on B(X) which charges no t-polar set.
(iv) For any u, v G Λ [u] G L2(X x X \ d J) and ύ G L2(X; k) and
έ(u,v) =έ(c}(u,v)+ I [ u ] ( x , y ) [ v ] ( x , y ) J ( f a d y ) + I u(x)v(x)k(dx).
JXxX\d JX
Further for u G T\> there exists a positive finite measure^/iί^v on B(X) which charges
no ί-polar set such that
x
 v
(cf. Lemma 3.2.3, Lemma 3.2.4 and Lemma 3.2.5 in [11]). We set £^(u,v) =
£<CW) for u, v G f and J(A x B) = J(i(AnY) x i(BΓ\Y)) for A, B G B(X)
with A Π B = 0, and k(A) = k(i(A Π Y))9 μ(u,v)(A) = μ(u^vt}(i(A Π Y)) for
A G B(X), u, v G F. Since (£,.F) and (έ,F) are f-quasi-homeomoφhic, 8^c\ J,
k satisfy (ii), (iii), (iv). To prove (i) for £(c\ it suffices to show (i) for <f(c\ namely,
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έ^(u,υ) = 0 if u,v £ T with u — const. ra-a.e.
on an 8- neighbourhood of ί-supp[|v|m]
Since μ/^
 r
\ satisfies the derivation property (Lemma 3.2.5 in [11]): u, v, w E T\>
we have that for u.v^T and an £ -quasi-open set E, u =const. ra-a.e. on E implies
IE^(UV) ~ 0 by using Lemma 3.5(i) (cf. the proof of Corollary 3.2.1 in [11] and
the proof of Proposition 2.4(Γ6) in [13]). Suppose that u =const. ra-a.e. on an <?-
neighbourhood E of ί-supp[|v|m]. Then I^μ^
υ
\ — 0. On the other hand, v = 0 ra-
a.e. on X\έ-*upp[\υ\m] implies Iχ\έ_
supp[lvllh]μ\^v} = 0, hence /^A^) = 0. Thus
we have μ((^v) = IE^V) + t^E^v) = ° which imPlies £(c](u,v) = 0. Note that
for v E J", £-supp[|i^|ra] C z(f-supp[|v|m] Π F)£-q.e. Hence we have the assertion.
Next we should show the uniqueness. Let p be the metric which is compatible
with the given topology on X. Suppose that (f,^7) has another decomposition with
ε^
c\ J, k
Uniqueness of J. Let G?ι, G^ be open sets with p(Gι,G2) > 0. First we show
J(GΊ x G2) - J(Gι x G2) Set Gi = [x G X : p(x,Gi) < (l/3)p(Gι,G2)}(i - 1,2).
Then p(Gι,G2) > (l/3)p(Gι,G2) > 0 and the closure F; of d satisfies F{ C Gi for
each ί = 1, 2. Let /ιGί be the function constructed in Lemma 3.5(i) for (Eoi^Gi)-
For simplicity, we assume its £-quasi-continuity. We let h^ — nhGi Λ 1. Then we
see supp[/ιGlm] C FI C GI and supp[/ι^2m] C F2 C G2. Hence we have h^1 =
0 m-a.e. on G2 and /i^
2
 = 0 m-a.e. on GI, consequently /i^1 — 0 £-q.e. on G2
and h^2 = 0 £-q.e. on GI. Since k and k charge no 8 -polar set and the strong local
property of £<c), £(c\ we get £<c>(/£ι,h£») - f(c)(Λ^,ft^) - J
χ
hg*h°*dk =
fx hnlh%2dk = 0. Hence we have
XxX\d JXxX\d
On the other hand, J and J charge no subset of X x X \ d whose projection on the
factor X is 8 -polar. So we have
h°* (y)J(dxdy) = -2 Λ°' (x)Λ^ (y)J(dxdy).
XxX\d JXxX\d
Thus we have
/* h^(x)h^(y)J(dxdy)= ί
JXxX\d JXxX\d
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Letting n —> oo, we get J(G\ x G2) = J(G\ x G2). By a standard argument of the
Dynkin class theorem, we get IcixG2J — IθιχG2J f°
r
 the above Gι,G2. So we have
J(-4ι x A2) — J(Aι x A2) for any Borel sets Aι,A2 with /9(Aι,^42) > 0. By taking
a redecomposition, we have
for any Borel sets Aj, A* with p(Aί,A z 2) > 0(1 < i < n). Let OQ(X) be the
countable topological base of X and put Oo(X x X \ d) = {Gι x G2 : Gι,G2 G
0o W, p(Gι,G2) > 0}. Then O0(Jf x A" \ d) is a countable topological base of
X x X \ d. In particular, we have that X x X\d = U£ι(GΊ x #2) for some G{>
G\ G OoPO with p(Gj,<7j) > 0(i G TV). So
n n
J(X x X \ d) = lim j(\ \(G\ x Gj)) = lim j(\ \(G\ x Gj)) = J(Λ" x X \ d)
n->oo V^-7 / n->oo \ v-/ /
t=l
Applying the Dynkin class theorem again, we have J = J.
Uniqueness of fc, £^ in the general sense. Take an open set G and let
{Gj}ίeΛτ G ΞG (resp. e^) be the sequence of £ -quasi-open sets (resp. of F) con-
structed in Lemma 3.5(iii) for (£G,J~G)- Then eol+1 = 1 m-a.e. on G/+ι D Gf D
i-supp[n/iG/ Λ 1]. Here h°l = Gl l g for g G /C. We assume its £-quasi-continuity. We
let h%1 = n/ιGί Λ 1. Then f ( c )(eσ / + 1,Λn') = £(c)(eol+l,h^1) = 0. On the other hand,
we know J = J, hence we have
/ eGl+lh^
ldk= ί eGl+1h%
ldk, namely / ft^'dfc = / Λ^dfc.
7x Jx Jx Jx
Letting n ->• oo and / -> oo, we have k(G) = fc(G). So the Dynkin class theorem tells
us k = k. Hence we have 8^ = £^.
Next we show the last assertion in Theorem 4.1.
Uniqueness of k, S^ in the ordinary sense. Suppose that there exists an in-
creasing sequence {G&} of open sets whose component has finite 1 -capacity and X —
UfcLi @k When 1 G J7, the assertion is well-known, hence we may assume G& φ X
for all A: G TV. Then for any open set G, we can construct an increasing sequence
{Ok} G ΞG of open subsets of G with Ok φ X- We can also construct sequence
{AI}KZN G Ξofc of open sets of finite 1-capacity with AI C AI+\, I G N. Indeed, it
suffices to put AI — {x G X : ρ(x,Ock) > I//}. Then we have CAI+I — 1 m-a.e.
on Aι+l D AI D supp[n/ιAί Λ 1]. We let h$l = nhA< Λ 1. Then £(c)(eAl+l,h£l) =
£(c}(eAl+1,h£l) = 0. Thus we have fχh£ldk = fχh£<dk. Hence k(At) =
which implies k(Ok) = *(Ofc), so A:(G) = fc(G). Therefore k = fc.
Uniqueness of M/uΛ Consider another finite measure β,c\ charging no £ -polar
set such that
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Then
As in the uniqueness proof of fc, we get
r r
I hGl(r\n^ (rlr\ — I hGl (Ύ\Γι^ (dτ\I an \x)μ(
u
\(ax) — nn \x)r(
u
\\ax)-
JX V ' Jx X '
So we have μΓ\ = μ[c\. D
Proof of Corollary 6.1. Since (SE,FE) on L2(E;m) is quasi-regular, there exist
unique S^\ JE, kε such that £^ satisfies the strong local property in the sense that
Eg (u,v) = 0 if u,υ G J- with u = const, ra-a.e.
on an ^-neighbourhood of £#-supp[|ι;|ra],
JE is a symmetric σ-finite Borel measure on E x E \ d such that JE does not charge
any subset of E x E \ d whose projection on the factor E is £#-polar, &# is a σ-finite
positive measure on B(E) which charges no £#-polar set, and for any u,v G ^E,
[u] G L2(X x X \ d; JE) and u G I/2(^; A:^) and
/
JEExE\d 
By the uniqueness of the decomposition, Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we have £^ =
ε^ on TE x ^E7, «/£? = J\ExE\d and A:jc; = 2 JE + A;^. Hence the assertion holds by
ύ£L2(E;kE) forue^E. D
Let μ|^ , w G T\> be the measure in Theorem 5.2. Put μ^
υ)
μ - μ } , u, ϋ e ^*6. We then have
Hence we see, by using Λ^1 as in the uniqueness proof of fc, for any open set G,
lGμ/uV\ is bilinear, hence μ/°J v\ is bilinear. So we have the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity
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and
(χ)μ$ (dx))1/2 - (j
χ
 /(*)„$ (dx)) ^  < (^ f(x)μ\t
v} (dx)) "*
for it, v G T\> and non-negative bounded Borel function /. By this inequality, μ\c\ can
be uniquely defined for u G T and the above inequalities hold for u, v G T and non-
negative bounded Borel function /. Hence μ^\ can be uniquely defined for u G F
e
and the above inequalities hold for u,v G J^ Indeed, μΓ\, u G T is defined by the
limit (μ[^,/> = lim
n
_>oo(μ^
n
),/) for an ε\-approximating sequence {u
n
} C T\> to
u and a bounded Borel function /, which can not depend on the choice of {u
n
}. Also
μγ\, u G T
e
 is defined by a similar method. Hence we see μ^\ u G .F
e
 is a finite
Borel measure which charges no f-polar set. On the other hand, £ ^  can be extended
uniquely to T
e
 by
ε^(u,v)= lim fW(ti
n
,v
n
)
n—>oo
for approximating sequences {u
n
} to u and {v
n
} to v.
Lemma 5.1. For u, v £ T
ey
Proof. Let {Gι}ι^N G Ξ be the sequence of £ -quasi-open sets constructed in
Lemma 3.5(iii) for (£,.F). We put F/ = G/, the closure of G/. Then {F/}j
€
jv >s an
f-nest by Lemma 3.3. Hence (J^i -^G/ 6 is dense in J7 in £^2-norm. So it suffices to
show the case u G TG\\^ Take a sequence {eG^} of F for {Gj}/GΛr in Lemma 3.5(iii).
Then eoj = 1 ra-a.e. on Gj D Gf D £-supp[|tz|m] for any j > / -f-1. Thus we have
Noting that 0 < &GJ < 1» CG, —>• 1, j -> oo £-q.e., we obtain our assertion. D
We collect several properties of the energy measure of continuous part μY
u
' , for
u, v G T.
Lemma 5.2. The energy measure of continuous part μ/°J
 v
\ satisfies the following
properties.
(Γl) (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) For u, υ G T,
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\ί f(x)g(x)μ$ (dx) <J ί f*(x)μ(ά(dx)J [ g*(x)μ(,c
v
\(dx).
\Jx x ' ' V Jx ^ ' V Jx x '
(Γ2) (Markovian property) For any u^T and r > 0, μ|ovuΛr) < μfy
(Γ3) (Chain rule ) For any u = (MI, , wj.), v = (vi, , vj) w/fA w;, Vj G J &
(1 < i < fc, 1 < j < /) 0m/ F G C1^), G G C^rf) wiYΛ F(0) - G(0) - 0,
F dG
(Γ4) (Derivation property) For u, v, w G *^6, μ ^ ) = W
w ) + vμ{
c
w}.
(Γ5) For u, v £?, μfy < m, μ(^ < m implies μ(^
v
} < ™-
(Γ6) (Strong local property) For any 8 -quasi-open set E and u G F with
u — constant
—
m-a.e. on E, -/#μt\ = 0. In particular Iχ\Eμ^\  0 for u G TE-
Proof. Owing to the transfer method, we may consider the case of regular
Dirichlet space setting. The properties (Γl), (Γ3), (Γ4) are clear (see Lemma 5.6.1,
Theorem 3.2.2, and Lemma 3.2.5 in [11]). (Γ2) follows from 4 iv) in [24]. Owing to
4 iv) in [24] and Lemma 2.1(ii) in [19], we see μ((c^v} = I{ΰ>v}μ(£} + I{ΰ<v}μ\CJ}
for u, v G Fb> Hence (Γ5) holds. The first assertion of (Γ6) is clear from Lemma
5.3.1 in [11] in view of the transfer method, because £-quasi-open set has a finely
open Borel £-q.e. version. The latter assertion follows the first assertion, Lemma 3.3,
Lemma 3.5(ii) and the fact that there always exists an £#-nest of closed sets in X.
D
Lemma 5.3. Fix an 8 -quasi-open set E.
(i) For u G FEIOO we can define a unique σ -finite Borel measure μY\ on E such
that lE
n
μ\u) = lE
n
P$
n
) f°r {En}neN G Ξ#, u
n
 G T satisfying u = u
n
 m-a.e.
on E
n
. In particular, μ/j l = 0.
(ii) For u G FEIOO μ/^\ charges no £ -polar subset of E.
(iii) All assertions in Lemma 5.2 hold with the functions in T[
oc
 by replacing the
functions in T except the latter assertion in (Γ6). The latter assertion is re-
placed by that u G J-i
oc
 with u — Q£-q.e. on Ec satisfies IEC!^\ — 0.
Proof. First we show (i). Fix an {E
n
}
ne
N £ Ξ# and {u
n
} C F appeared in the
definition of u G FEIOC Put μ
n
 = /#
n
μ/^ \. Then by (Γ6), /E
n
μ
m
 = μ
n
 for m > n.
Define μ — lirrin-^ooμn. Then lE
n
μ — μ
n
 and μ charges no £-polar set. Consider
another {E
n
}neN £ Ξ# and {ύ
n
} C T represent u G TEIOC and put μ
n
 = ^E
n
^(l
n
}
and define μ = limn^oo μ
n
. It suffices to show μ = μ. Taking E
n
 Π E
n
, we may
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assume E
n
 C E
n
6-q.e. and u
n
 = ά
n
ra-a.e. on E
n
 for all n G N. Then by (Γ6),
IE^Π — An- Hence μ = I
uoo
_ ^μ. Since μ charges no £-polar set, we have μ = μ.
Thus we can define μv\ by this μ. Hence (i) holds and (ii) is clear. By polarization
we define μg
v> = l/2{μ^v}-μ^}-μ((cv}}} for u,v € TEIOC Note that 1 - nfcΛlro-
a.e. on £
n
 = {ή > 1/n). We have lE
n
μ$ = ^nM<n/ιΛi) = ° bv (Γ6) Hence
μ / J v = 0. (iii) is easy in view of Theorem 4.1(i). We only prove the last assertion.
Suppose that u G Tι
oc
 satisfies u — Oί-q.e. on Ec. Take u
n
 G T and {E
n
}
n
^N € Ξ
for i/ G ^ i
oc
. Then i/ = ύ
n
 £-q.e. on E£. Hence u
n
 = ϋ = 0£-q.e. on E% \ E, which
implies u
n
 G fE\j(x\E^ and ^\^^u = ° Thus IEn\E = ° On the other
hand, from ^μ^ = IEnμ\^n}, we get IEn\Evfy = ^ n \£?A*<un > = ° Therefore we
have /χ\^μ((2 - 0. D
6. Functional Calculus
Throughout this section we assume the semi-Dirichlet property of the dual form
(£,.7-*), namely (£, J7) is a (non-symmetric) Dirichlet form on L2(X;m). In particular,
we get that ^  is an algebra and every normal contraction operates on f '.
Theorem 6.1. Assume that (8,F) satisfies (QR1), (QR2). Let F be a Cl -class
function on Rd. Suppose that HI, 112, , Ud G J^0c flfld denote u = (1/1,1/2, , ι/rf)
Γ/ZCΛ -F(u) G fioc- Further assume (ί,^7) w a symmetric quasi-regular Dirichlet
form and let μ/^\, i/ G Tioc be the energy measure of continuous part construct-
ed in Lemma 5.3. Then (Γ3) holds for functions in Tι0c> namely for w G Tιoc and
\ϋ— (1/1 , 1/2, , Ud) with Ui G ^ ioc(l < « < d),
Proof. We set FQ(x) = F(x) - F(0). Suppose that u = (1/1,1/2, ,ι/d) with
i/i € ^ioc(l < i < d) Then there exists {Gk}k^N ^ Ξ and uf G T\> such that
u = Ufc m-a.e. on Gfc by Theorem 4.1(i). Here u^ = (1/1,1/2, •• ,ukd). We set K —
ΠiLiI-ll^llooJI^Iloo] and M = maxι<i<d\\dFQ/dxi\\κoo < oo. Then \FQ(x) -
Fo(y)\ < MΣt=ι \χi ~ Vi\ and I^ΌWI < MΣ?=ι k<l for x,yeK. Hence F0(u*)
G fb by Chapter I Proposition 4.11 in [17]. So F0(u) = F0(ιifc) m-a.e. on Gk implies
FO(U) G Fioo hence F(u) G ^ i
oc
 by 1 G ^ i
oc
 Suppose that (ί,^7) is symmetric and
quasi-regular. Then we see easily (5) holds for u\ G Fb by 1 G Fι
oc
, μfλ — 0. Hence
we get
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d rv j-i
Thus we have
(c) (c) ,.
 τ
 (c)1
 — " — Mm //^ |j
Λ XAilX J.{
d o
π
Corollary 6.1. Assume that (<f, F) is quasi-regular. Let D be an open domain of
Rd(d > 1) and F a C1-class function on D. Suppose that u\, 1/2, , Ud G fioc- De-
note u = (1/1,1/2, ,v>d) and ύ = (ώι,U2j "
 ? ώrf). ΓAβn F(u) G ^ΓU~I(D)/OC ^urtner
assume that (8, J7) w symmetric quasi-regular and let μ,°l be the measure constructed
in Lemma 6.3. TΆen /or lϋ G Tι
oc
 ana u
 — (wι? ^ 2? * * ? ^d) with U{ G ^ /Oc(l ^ * ^ d)»
j
o 77
i=l *
Proof. It is clear in view of Theorem 4.2. D
Corollary 6.2. Assume that (£, J7) w quasi- regular. Let u, υ G ^ /
oc
 fltwd ^  G ΛΓ,
p < 0. 77H?rt l/t/n, |w|^ log|w| G J^0}/oc β^ ^  ^ ^ioc If further (8,F) is
symmetric quasi- regular, then for w G ^ ί
oc
_ _ y n (c)
(c)
Next we assume that (ί,^7) be a symmetric quasi-regular Dirichlet form on L2(X;m)
and let M=(Λ'ί,P
a;){xeχ} be an m-symmetric special standard process 8-properly as-
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sociated with (£, J7). Then every finely open Borel set with respect to M is £ -quasi-
open and every £-quasi-open has an £-q.e. version of finely open Borel set by Theo-
rem 4.6.1 in [11] and the transfer method. In this connection, we use the equivalence
of the £-quasi-notion and the quasi-notion with respect to 1 -capacity in the framework
of Co -regular Dirichlet forms (cf. Proposition 2.5 (ii) <£=$> (iv) in [12] or Chapter IV
Lemma 4.5 in [17]). Hence we may assume
Ξ = {{G
n
} : G
n
 is finely open Borel,G
n
 C C
n
+ι £-q.e. Vn and
lim rGn = C, Pχ-a.s. £-q.e.}.
n— >oo
Corollary 6.3. For a finely closed Borel set F, 1/(1 - E
x
[e~σF]), log(l -
E
x
[e~σF]) G ΪF-IOC. Here σF = inf{£ > 0 : Xt G F}.
Proof. Owing to the transfer method, we get ep(x) = E
x
[e~σp] is £ -quasi-
continuous, so F is ε -quasi-closed and F = {ep = l}£-q.e. by Theorem 4.6. l(i) and
Theorem 4.1.3 in [11]. It suffices to show that eF(x) - Ex[e~~σF] G T\oc. By using
the symmetry of (8 ,.F), we get ep Λ (nh/\ 1) G T and ep = ep Λ (nh/\ 1) m-a.e. on
{h > 1/n}. D
7. Stochastic Integrals
In this section, we give an extension of the definition of stochastic integrals for lo-
cal functions and local martingales and give a stochastic version of formula (5). As in
the last part of the preceding section, we assume that (£, F} be a symmetric quasi-
regular Dirichlet form on L2(JY";ra) and let M=(Ω, J7^, J7*,^, -3ft, C> {Pχ}χtx) be
an m-symmetric special standard process £ -properly associated with (£,.?*). A fami-
ly (At)t>Q of functions on Ω is said to be an additive functional (abbreviated in AF)
of M if Γ
(i) At( ) is Tt -measurable for all t > 0.
(ii) There exists a defining set Λ G ^Όo and an exceptional set N C X which is
E -polar such that PX(A) = 1 for all x G X \ N, 0 t(Λ) C Λ for all t > 0 and
for each ω G Λ, t i-» At(α;) is right continuous on [0, oo) and has left limits
on [0,CM), Ao(ω) = 0, \At(ω)\ < oo for t < CM, At(ω) = Aζ(ω)(ω) for
t > ζ(ω), and At+s(ω) = At(α ) -h Λ(0tw) for ί, s > 0.
Two AF's A, B are called equivalent and we write A = B if they have a common
defining set Λ and a common exceptional set N such that At(ω) — Bt(ω) for all
t > 0, ω G Λ. An additive functional is called a continuous additive functional (ab-
breviated in CAP) if At(ω] > 0 for all t > 0, ω G Λ and a positive continuous ad-
ditive functional(abbτeviated in PCAF) if 1 1-> At(α ) is continuous on [0, oo) for each
ω G Λ.
Recall that 5 is the totality of ^-smooth measures. Then there exists one to one cor-
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respondence between S and the equivalence class of PCAF's which is specified by
(1) lim \Em\f f(X.)dA.] = ί f ( x ) μ ( d x ) for any / G B+(X).
£|0 t IjQ J J
χ
For an AF A, we define its energy
eμ)
=
Hml£
m
μ?]
if this limits exists in [0, oo]. Define
M = {M : M is an AF of M, EX[M2] < oo,
E
x
[Mt] = 0 for £-q.e. x G X and all t > 0} .
Then every element M of M is a version of square integrable martingale which has
left limits on a defining set. Furthermore, e(M) exists in [0, oo]. Define
M = {M G M : e(M) < oo}.
o
For A, B G wA/ί, we can define the mutual energy
e(A,B) =\im-E
m
[AtBt}.
ίψO ^C
o o
Owing to Theorem 5.2.1 in [11], (M,e) has a Hilbertian structure. M G Λ1 is called
a martingale additive functionals of finite energy (abbreviated MAP). M G M admits
a PCAF (M) such that £*[{M)t] = EX[M2] f-q.e. x G X, t > 0. (M) is called its
quadratic variation associated with M. Denote by μ<M) tne Revuz measure of (M)
according to (6). For M, L G M, we see easily that (M-fL)-h(M-L) = 2(M)H-2{L)
and (αM) = α2(M), hence by (6), μ(M+L) + V(M-L) = 2μ(M) + 2μ(L) and μ<αM> =
α
2μ(M) We let (M,L) - (l/2){(M-f L)-{M)-(L)} and μ(M)L) - (l/2){μ(M+L>-
A*(M) — μ<L)} Then (M, L) is a CAP and μ(M,L) is a signed finite measure on /?(-X").
Next lemma is a variant of Lemma 5.6.1 in [11]. We omit its proof.
Lemma 7.1. //M, L G M, f G L2(X;μ(M)) and 0 G L2(X;μ(L)), ί/z^n /^ w
integrable with respect to the absolute variation |μ(M,L>| °/ M(M,L)
J 92dμ(L}.
Hence we have next theorem.
Theorem 7.1. Given M G ΛΪ and / G L2(X;μ^)), f/zere ^Λ:wί5 a unique ele-
ct
ment f M G Λ4
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(2) e(/ Λί,L) = f(x)μ(M,L}(dx)
x
ofor any L G M. Further
(3) dμ</.M,L> = fdμ(M,L}(dx], L G M.
Corollary 7.1. (i) For M e M, f € L2(X',μ(M}) and g G L2(X; f2μ(M}),
(4)
 g.(f.M) = (gf) M.
(ii) For M, L G A / G L2(*;μ<M)) αnJ 0 G L2(X;μ(L)),
1 /•
(5) e(f M,g L) = - / S(x)g(x}μ(M,L}(dx}.
* Jx
The proof of Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.1 is similar to Theorem 5.6.1, Lemma
5.6.1 and Corollary 5.6.1 in [11] in view of the transfer method. So we omit its proof.
Furthermore we define
λί
c
 = {N : N is a CAF,e(7V) = 0, E
x
[\Nt\] < oo for f-q.e. x G X and all t > 0}.
TV G λί
c
 is called a continuous additive functional of zero energy. Every u G T has
£-quasi-continuous m- version ύ which is finely continuous £-q.e. So t t-> ϋ(-X"t) —
ΰ(-Xo) is an AF of M. Note that one obtains an equivalent AF if one choose a d-
ifferent £ -quasi-continuous m- version of u. Therefore we may set A^ = (u(X±) —
ύ(Xo))t>o> The following decomposition holds: for any u G f there exists unique
MM G Λ4 and A^[M] G Λ/*
c
 such that
(6) A^ = A f M + Λ Γ M .
The decomposition (11) is called the Fukushima decomposition. The MAP M^ in
(11) has an e-orthogonal decomposition
(7) M[u] - Af M'c -h MM'-7' + M^'fc, u G ^
such that for u, v £ T,
e(MM c,MM'c) -5(c)(u,t;),
M^ >c, MJU , Mt'
u
''
fc
 is called the square integrable martingale additive functional of
continuous part, of jumping part, of killing part, respectively (see §5.3. in [11]). As in
the last part of the preceding section, we may set
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Ξ = {{G
n
} : G
n
 is finely open Borel, G
n
 C G
n
+ι £-q.e. Vn and
lim τo
n
 — C j ^r-a.s. £-q.e.}.
n-> oo
According to Lemma 5.6Λ in [11], M^c is extended to a additive functional for u G
where {E
n
} G Ξ and {u
n
} C T such that u — u
n
 ra-a.e. on E
n
. In particular, we
obtain
u, v G A>c, M - v = constant =» AfM' c = ΛfM' c.
o o
We say that a local AF M of M is locally in M (M G Λi/0c in notation) if there
exists {E
n
} G Ξ and a sequence {M<n)} of MAF's in M such that Mt = Mt(n),
£ < TE
n
 and its quadratic variation (M) as a PCAF is well-defined by (M)t —
(M^)t, t < TEn, n = 1,2, -•• by choosing an appropriate defining set and excep-
tional sets of (M). (M) does not depend (up to an equivalence) on the special choice
of {Gn}n€Λr G Ξ and {Af(n>} for M. We see easily AfM' c G Mιoc for u G Tιoc.
o
We can still define the energy measure of M G Mι
oc
 as the Revuz measure μ<M) °f
the PCAF (M). Owing to a version of Lemma 5.1.4 for smooth measures in [11], we
have
/ f ( x ) μ ( M ) ( d x ) = I /(aOμ<M(">)(ώO> f£Bb(X), supp[/] C Gn.Jx Jx
o
In particular, Lemma 7.1 extends to M, L G Mioc and Theorem 7.1 extends to M G
° o °Mioc and / G Z/2(X;μ<M)), so that there exists / M G M such that (7) holds. For
M G Mioc, we then define the local L2(X',μ(M)) -space in the broad sense denoted
by L?
oc
(X;μ(M)) as follows:
Ll
c
(X',μ(M)) = {f : f\Gn GL2(Gn;μ ( M >) for some {Gn}n€N G Ξ
and MAF's {M^} which represent M}.
o
For M G Mioc and / G L/
2
oc
(X;μ(M>)» we can finally define the stochastic integral
/ M G Moc by
{G
n
}
n
^7v G Ξ being the sequence in the definition of / G L2
oc
(X;μ^>) The above
definition is well-defined. Indeed, Let {G
n
}
n
^N G Ξ be another sequence such that
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/ G L2(G
n
;μ(M)) and Mt = Mt(n), * < τόn for some MAF's {Af(n)}. It suffices
to show that lim
n
^00/{£<TGn}((/Gn/) M)t = Iimn^oo/{t<r6n }((/<?„/) * M)* We
may assume G
n
 C G
n
 for each n G TV. Hence we only to show
(8) (IGJ M)t = (IQJ M)t, ί < τGn.
To establish (13), we need next lemma.
O
Lemma 7.2. For M G Λl, 0 ./we/}' open Bore/ ser G and f G I/2(Jί; μ^Λf)) WfΛ
/ = 0 on G, rΛέ?/ι (/ M)t = 0, ί < TG P
x
-α.j. E-q.e.
Proof. It suffices to show that Umt;0(l/ί)^m[(/ Af)?Λτσ] - /G f(x)μ(M)(dx).
The left hand side is lίmt±o(l/t)E
rn
[(f M)tΛTG], which coincides with the right hand
side by a version of Lemma 5.1.4 and Lemma 5.5.2(ii) in [11]. D
Lemma 7.2 extends to M G Mι
oc
 and / G L2(X',μ(M)) with / = 0 on a finely
open Borel set G. So (13) holds. Next lemma holds in view of the transfer method
(see Lemma 5.6.1 in [11]).
Lemma 7.3. Let Ί) be an 8± -dense subfamily of (ί,^7). Then the family
{MM : u G V} is dense in (M,e).
Next theorem is an extension of Theorem 5.6.2 in [11].
Theorem 7.2. Let F be a Cl-class function on Rd. Suppose that u\t u?, ,
Ud G T\
oc
 and denote u = (t/ι,w2, ,Wd). Then (ΘF/dxi)(ύ) G Lfoc(X',
for each i = 1, 2, , d and
i=l
and
«'] e,L>., L e
Proof. The first assertion is easily checked by using Theorem 4.1(i). We can
take common {G
n
}
neΛ
r G Ξ such that /Gn Af[F(u)]'c, IGn(dF/dxi)(ύ) MM>c G M
for each i, n G N. The isometry (10), (5) and the orthogonality of the decomposition
(12) give
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e(/Gn MI* (U)J'C, A f W ) = e(^ /σ. ^ -(ΰ) M^'c, M^ ), υ €
O
On account of Lemma 7.3, we have the following identity in M
d c\ 7—1
Thus we obtain our assertion. D
8. Examples
We follow the formulations in [13]. Let X be a separable metric space and ra be
a σ-finite Borel measure on X with full topological support. We consider a subalge-
bra C of Cb(X)Γ\L2(X',m) which is dense in L2(X;m). We assume that C is closed
under composition of C\-class function F on β with F(0) = 0, namely F(ιt) G C if
u G C. We take an L1(X;m)-valued symmetric bilinear form Γ( , ) on C x C which
satisfies Γ(F(u),v) — F'(u)Γ(u,υ) for the above function F. We consider next bilin-
ear form:
ε(u,v) — - I Γ(u,v)dm, u,υ G C.
2
 Jx
We assume the closability of (£,C) on L2(X',m) and denote by (£,F) its closure
on L2(JΓ;m). We then see (ί,^7) is a Dirichlet form on L2(X;m). We assume the
quasi-regularity of (8, J7). In view of Proposition 2.4(Γ6) in [13](see Remark 3.1(ii)),
(f,^7) satisfies the strong local property in the general sense
8(u,v) = 0 if u — const, ra-a.e. on an 8-neighbourhood of £-supp[|v|ra].
We can extends Γ on .F/
oc
 x Tι
oc
. Then the chain rule for T\
oc
 holds in the next style:
Let F be a C1-class function on Rd and u = (MI, U2, , u<ι) with Ui € ^/oc(l < i <
d). Then for it; G J-ι
oc
,
d
 8F
EXAMPLE 8.1. Let (B,H,μ) be the abstract Wiener space. B is a real Banach s-
pace. μ is a mean 0 Gaussian Borel measure on B. H is a real Hubert space such
that H is continuously densely embedded in B and
, 1 € B* C ίΓ
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Here H*, B* is the dual space of H9 B, respectively. We take FCζ° as C, the cylin-
drical functions with bounded derivative on B:
FCξ° = {u:B^ R\3n G ΛΓ, 3f G C£°(Rn), 3/ι, /2, , In € B*
such that u(z) = f(li(z)Mz),~'iln(z))}.
Here C£°(Rn) is the totality of smooth functions on Rn such that all derivatives of
elements in C£°(Rn) are bounded. Also we let FC°° the family of smooth cylindrical
functions on B:
FC°° = {u:B-> Rβn G N^f G C
such that u(z) - /(lι(*)Λ(*)r
The derivative of Λ-direction DhU of u G FC£° forhξH is given by
= hm
£ — ^ 0
Du(z) is defined by (Du(z),i(h))H* = Dhu(z). Here i : H -ϊ H* is the identifica-
tion map. We set Γ(iί,i>)(z) = (Du(z),Dv(z))ff* and
It is well-known (£,FC%°) is closable on L2(B;μ) and the closure (f,^7) on
L?(B',μ) is associated with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on B. We see FC°° C
Tioc. Fix / G £* with / 7^ 0. Then we see F(l) $ Fe for F(t) = e'4, but F(/) G ^ ioc.
The chain rule is (DF(l)(z),Dυ(z))H =4l(z)3elW\l,Dυ(z))H .
EXAMPLE 8.2. We follow the notations in [21]. Let X = M(S) be the probability
measures on a Polish space 5. Define Γ by
Γ(tι, v)(μ) - / Vu(μ)Vv(μ)dμ - ί Vu(μ)dμ ί Vv(μ)dμ, u,v G FC6°°, μ G
75 ^5 ^5
where Vu(/ι) = (du/δ
x
)(μ) = (d/ds)u(μ + 5JX)|S=0, a: G 5, μ G Λί(S) and
eN, If G C^^), 3^ι,^2, - ,^n G C6(S)
such that w(2?) = /(( ,</>ι), <-^2>,- , ( ,^n»}
Let m be the reversible invariant probability measure for Fleming- Viot processes. We
let S(u,v) = (l/2)fM(s} Γ(u,υ)m(dμ) for it, υ G FC6°°. Then (£,FC£°) is closable
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on L2(ΛΊ(S);ra). Denote by (£,F) its closure on L2(ΛΊ(S);ra). Then (ί,^7) is a
quasi-regular Dirichlet form. We let
FC°° = {u : M(S) -> Rβn e ΛΓ, If 6 C°°(fl"), 3ψι,ι/>2, ' ,Ψn € Cb(S)
such that u(*) - /(Mi), < , </>2), • • • , { • , </>n))}.
Then we see FC°° C Jioc
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After finishing this paper, the author knows an independent result on Beurling-
Deny type decomposition for quasi-regular Dirichlet forms in terms of extended
Dirichlet space by Z. Dong, Z.-M. Ma and W. Sun [7]. Their decomposition is given
for elements in Te and the uniqueness is formulated in the general sense. They also
note that the uniqueness of decomposition in the ordinary sense holds if 1 G J-. But
the present condition for the decomposition in the ordinary sense is much milder. He
also knows another result on the chain rule for local martingale additive functionals in
the framework of (not necessarily strong) local non-symmetric Dirichlet forms by G.
Trutnau [25], in which however the chain rule of energy measure of continuous part
for local space is not presented even if the form is symmetric. He thanks Professor
M. Rockner, who gives the imformation of [7], [25].
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